
Camp HOPE           MEDICAL HISTORY FORM         Doubling Gap Center 

This form is to be completed by parent/guardian & sent along with application fee, application & camper form 

by registration deadline date (May 5). (It is not necessary to have a doctor fill out this form.) 

 

Camper Name        Sex   Age   

Name of physician      Telephone   

Medical Diagnoses:   

 __  Mental Retardation (e.g. Down’s Syndrome):  

 __  Mental Illness (e.g. Schizophrenia, Depression):  

 __  Other (e.g. Traumatic Brain Injury):  

 __  Not Known 
 
IMPORTANT: Only prescription medications or those used regularly and accompanied by a doctor’s order to 

treat a specific medical condition will be accepted at camp. Occasional over-the-counter medicines are availa-

ble from the camp’s infirmary. DO NOT bring vitamins or other non-essential health care supplements.  All 

prescription and treatment medications are to be given to the nurse in their original containers OR accompa-

nied by a physician’s order if pills are separated into personal dispensing containers. 

Please list each prescription medication the camper is taking OR send a photocopy of their medication regime.  
 

SPECIAL TREATMENTS:  (ex. Ear drops after swimming, skin creams, dressings, etc.)   

  

 

Please check problem areas experienced by camper and how they are treated.  (E.g. nausea - Pepto Bismol) 

__  Nausea                                                  __ Constipation     

__  Diarrhea                                               __  Stomach aches   

__  Dizziness                                             __  Headaches    

__  Earaches      
 
Allergies.  Please check all that apply and explain where necessary. 

 __  No known allergies 

 __  Food, describe: 

 __  Drug / medicine allergies  

 __  Plants /Animals / Insects/ Bees  

 __  Other allergies  
 
Does camper have seizures?   __ Yes __  No  If yes, how often?  

 

Describe: 

Medication Dose Times Taken Special Notes 

EXAMPLE:   Penicillin 25 mg. 3x daily After each meal 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    



Check any of the following which the camper experiences: 

 __  High blood pressure __  Cardiac condition    __  Chest pain 

 __  Asthma attacks  __  Difficulty breathing   __  Home oxygen therapy 

 __  Sleep apnea  __  Special breathing devices (CPAP, etc.) __  Upset stomach 

 __  Ulcers   __  Uses antacids    __  Over fatigue 

 __  Diabetes   ____ Diet controlled   _____ Takes pills   ____ Insulin   Other (please explain):   

   

 __  Difficulty moving bowels or lacking control - Explain:   

  

 __  Difficulty urinating or lack of control - Explain:   

   

 Date of last Tetanus Booster          

 

The following must be signed by a parent or guardian. Camper’s signatures are not acceptable. 
 

1.  It is my opinion that the above named applicant is, as of this date, free from any contagious disease. 

 __  Yes Signature  Date   

 

2. I approve the above named applicant to attend Camp HOPE at Doubling Gap Center and hereby authorize 

and direct the official of Camp HOPE to act on my behalf in the best interest for the health and welfare of 

the named camper. 

 Signature   Relationship to Camper Date   

 

3. The camp official reserves the right to dismiss the applicant early if the camper displays behaviors or tem-

peraments that we feel are injurious to themselves, other campers, property; or excessively disruptive to the 

planned program. The camp official also reserves the right to dismiss the applicant early if the information 

provided on this multi-page application form is misleading or conceals any problems or conditions which 

would have affected the camper’s acceptance in the Camp HOPE program. 

ATTENTION Parent or Guardian:  
Signature above indicates that you have read and understand that it may be necessary for your camper to be 

picked up before the Camp HOPE week concludes.  Campers dismissed early may be eligible for a per diem 

refund provided the reason for their dismissal was not due to inaccurate application information. 

 

NOTE: Applicant will not be considered for acceptance to Camp HOPE without a signature. 

 
I hereby understand that if                                                               exhibits abusive or excessively disruptive  
        (Camper Name) 
 
behavior as determined by Camp HOPE staff, I will be notified & agree to pick-up camper as soon as possible. 

 

Signature                                                             Relationship to camper                                      Date                 


